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ReverberationBusiness
James A. Moorer
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31, Rue St. Merri
75004 Paris,France

Introduction
Whenmusic is performedin a concert hall, a torrent of
echos from the variousdifferent surfacesin the room strikes
the ear, producingthe impressionof space to the listener.This
effect can vary in evoked subjective response from great
annoyanceor even incomprehensibility,in the case of speech
presentedin a highly reverberantauditorium,to sheerecstasy,
in the case of late romantic music in the Vienna Grosser
Most music is heardthese days either in the
Musikvereinsaal.
comfort of one's home (or car), or in a universityauditorium,
both of which have generallyshort reverberationtimes. For
this reason, most recordings of music already have some
amount of reverberationaddedbefore distributioneither by
a naturalprocess(i.e. recordingsmade in concert halls) or by
artificial processes (plate or springreverberators).Computer
music is an especiallyfertile groundfor artificialreverberation
in that it is rarely, if ever, performedin highly reverberant
concert halls. The use of the computer for the simulation
of this reverberationalso allows the composeranother degree
of freedom, namely to "tailor" the reverberationto the
particularaural effect he wishes to present, allowing, for
instance, each individual sound in the piece to carry an
entirely different spatialaspect, if desired.In this paper,we
reviewsome of the work that has been done in the production
of artificialreverberationby computer, and we present the
fruits of our own laborsalong this line, both in the attempted
simulationof the concert hall environmentby computer and
in the proliferationof different circuits for the realization
of simulatedroom reverberation.
HistoricalReview
Although the study of acoustics may have started as
early as the sixth century B.C. with Pythagoras'inquiriesupon
the discovery that halving the length of a string seemed to
double its pitch, our own treatmentwill begin with the first
published computer simulations of room reverberationb)
Schroeder(1961, 1962). We will not have time to discuss
directly the first published study of room reverberationby
James A. Moorer: About this Reverberation Business

Sabine(publishedoriginallyin 1900, reprintedin 1972). The
two systems proposedby Schroederare combinationsof two
unit reverberators,shown in canonicalform in Figure 1. The
first one is the all-pass filter, shown in Figure 1a in the onemultiply form. The second is the comb filter in Figure Ib.
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Figure1. The simplest unit reverberators:(a) one-multiply all-pass; (b) comb filter. The magnitudeof g must
be less than 1 for stability.
We should say a quick word about our use of signal
flow graphsto representfilter structures.In our formulation,
X alwaysrepresentsthe input to a filter and Y alwaysrepresents the output. An arc of a graphwhich is not labeledis a
unity gain arc. Sometimeswe insert extra nodes for supposed
clarity. If more than one arc comes together at a node, they
are to be summed.Whenseveralarcsleave a node, the same
signalis suppliedto all of the arcs.An arc can be a gain (a
multiply), a delay (denoted by Z, the unit advanceoperator,
raised to a negative power), or another filter, usually represented by a capitalletter as a function of z.
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To continue with our exposition, the unit reverberators
shown in Figure 1 have, by themselves,the following transfer
functions:
g
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+ z
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It is simple to show that the transferfunction in Equation(1)
is indeed that of an all-passfilter, in that the coefficients in
the numeratorare in reverseorder of those in the denominator, thus forcingthe zeros to be the reciprocalsof the poles.
This is sufficient for the filter to be an all-pass. We must
remember,however, that the all-pass nature is more of a
theoretical nature than a perceptual one. We should not
assume,simply because the frequencyresponseis absolutely
uniform, that the filter is perceptuallytransparent.In fact,
the phase responseof the all-pass filter can be quite complex.
The all-pass nature only implies that in the long run, with
steady-state sounds, the spectralbalancewill not be changed.
This implies nothing of the sort in the short-term,transient
regions.In fact, both the all-pass and the comb filter have very
definite and distinct "sounds"that to the experiencedear can
be immediatelyrecognised.
To use these as a reverberationgenerator,we must
combine them in some manner. Schroeder suggested two
different combinations,shown in Figures2a and 2b. In these
figures,Ai representsan all-pass filter and Ci representsa
comb filter. Figure2a thus shows a seriesconnection of allpass filters with a final addition of some proportion of the
originalsignal.Withthe all-pass, there is also a feed-through
of the originalsignalscaledby the gaing of the all-pass, so
with the circuit of Figure2a we will find a total direct signal
contributionof k plus the product of the gainsof the individual all-passes. In Figure 2b, we see a parallelconnection
of four comb filters followed by two all-passes,againwith a
feed-forwardconnection of a proportionof the originalsignal.
The idea with both of these is to use the unit reverberatorsto
simulatethe effect of wall reflectionsand transittime of the
wave front as it passesfrom one wall to the other. The addition of the direct signalsimulatesthe proximity of the source
to the destination. As the destination listener moves away
from the sound source, the perceivedreverberationremainsat
about the same amplitude,but the direct sound intensity
decreasesby the usual reciprocaldistancesquaredterm;thus
there is a distanceat which the direct and reverberantsounds
are equal in amplitude,such that at largerdistancesthan this,
the reverberantsound field dominates. In these circuits, we
attempt to simulate the wall reflections with the feedback
paths and the transittime between reflectionswith the delay
lengths. We shall see later that this is a somewhatcrudeway to
simulateactual rooms. Both Schroederand this authorhave
proposed refinements(with correspondingincreasesin computer time required).
In any case, the use of the reverberatorsin Figures2a
and 2b implies that the various parameters(gains and delay
lengths) of all the unit reverberatorsmust be chosen somehow.
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Figure2. Combinationsof unit reverberatorsto make a
functioning reverberator.In each combination, the direct
signalis added in with a scalingof k. (a) Seriesconnection of
all-pass networks.The functionaldependenceon z has been
droppedin the illustration. (b) Parallelcombinationof comb
filters followed by seriescombinationof all-passfilters.
It is generallythought importantto make all the delay lengths
mutuallyprime,in that this reducesthe effect of many peaks
piling up on the same sample,thus leadingto a more dense and
uniformdecay.
Morerecently, Schroeder(1970) reportedon a way of
simulatingroom reverberationwhile takinginto account the
exact geometry of the room. This study involvesthe simulation of the source as an omnidirectionalpulsatingcircle (the
study was done in two dimensions),following the paths of
some 300 individualrays that are cast at equally spaced
anglesabout the source. The presumptivelinearityof the air
and walls makesit possible to transmita singleideal impulse,
thus obtaining the impulse response of the simulatedroom.
The impulse response can then be convolved with musical
sound to produce the sound of that music in that room.
Followingthis, he suggestedthat a new reverberatorcould be
made that simulatesexactly the first few echos, then simulates
-m

X

Z-m2

z-m3

Z-4

Y
3.
Form
Figure
suggestedby Schroeder(1970) for simulation of early echos by direct summation, using a standard
reverberatoras shown in figure 2a or 2b for the late echos.
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the reverberatordoes not seem to be simply related to tthe
quantities that one usually derivesfrom transferfunctionis,
such as group delay or root locus.
Although the reverberatorof Figure 2b did not shc)W
exactly these same problems, it shows other problems,
namely: 1) Any attempt to reverberatevery short, impulsive
sounds, such as drumstrokes, gave distinct patternsof echOS
ratherthan smooth reverberantsounds. The sound was sornewhat like flutter echo in rooms with parallelwalls. 2) Thle
decay continued to show a metallic sound, especially witth
longerreverberationtimes.
Our first thought to help this situation was to tr3y
the oscillatory networks sh,wn in Figures4a and 4b. The
transferfunctions of these two unit reverberatorsare the&n
as follows:
-rm
-2m
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Both these units can be describedcompletely by tfie
decay rate of the exponentialenvelope and the frequencyof
the oscillation. The decay rate r is the factor by which tlhe
amplitudeis diminishedevery m samples(in the impulseresponse). The frequency0 is that of the sinusoidalpart of the
decay. In the case of the oscillatory comb, we can compute
the coefficientsg, andg2 from the frequencyand decay ]rate
as follows:
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Table 1. Dependenceof absorptioncoefficients on humidity and frequency.

1000

Frequencyin Hertz
2000
3000

Relative
Humidity
40

4000

.0013

.0037

.0069

.0242

50

.0013

.0027

.0060

.0207

60

.0013

.0027

.0055

.0169

70

.0013

.0027

.0050

.0145

(6)

Negativedecay rates can also be used, makingeach pulse
of the impulse response alternatein sign. The condition for
stability is that the magnitudeof r must be less than one. We
can now design with the oscillatory comb just the way we
have with the simple comb, with r takingthe logical place of
g, and with one more parameterto choose. The frequency0
is divided by m in the equation because of the delay in m
samplesbetween each pulse in the impulseresponse.
We can likewise compute the coefficients of the oscillatory all- pass from the desired decay rate and frequency as
follows:
g

In the case of the all-all-pass reverberator(or seriesall-pass, Ed.), such as is shown in Figure2a, the use of the
oscillatory all-pass made little or no perceptible difference,
even when all units were so modified. Therewas a slight difference in the tail end of the decay in that the dominance
of one pitch over anotherkept shifting so that we heardthe
pitch of one delay for a short while, then the pitch of another
delay, and so on.
Withthe combinationcomb-all-passreverberator,such
as is shown in Figure 2b, the use of oscillatory combs did
help the decay a bit in the same way as with the all-all-pass
case, but did not correct the principalproblem, which was
the responseto short, impulsivesounds. The improvementis
enough, however,to say that short of placinga filter in the
loop, which will be discussedsubsequently,the comb-allpass reverberatorwith oscillatorycombs was the best-sounding reverberatorup to this point.
Figures4c and 4d show unit reverberatorswith filters
in the loops. Figure4c shows a comb-type, and Figure4d
can be made an all-passif the loop filters H(z) and S(z) are
complex conjugatesof each other. This implies that their
impulseresponsesare the time reverseof each other. Since
the feed-forwardfilter H(z) passesdirectly into the output, it should be unconditionallystable. This gives us the
entertainingresult that either H(z) and S(z) must be FIR
filters, or S(z) must be an unstable filter when viewed in
isolation. Strangelyenough, if the magnitudeof S(z) when
evaluatedon the unit circle is everywhereless than unity,
the unit reverberatoras a whole will be stable (see below).
This notwithstanding,we considerit a somewhatbad idea to

1+ r2

0
cos(

m

)

(8)

(Above) AttenuationConstantmof air at 20? C and normal
atmosphericpressurein units of meter-1. (Below) The
same table in units of dB per meter.
Frequencyin Hertz
2000
3000

Relative
Humidity

1000

40

.0056

.0161

.0300

.1051

50

.0056

.0117

.0261

.0899

60

.0056

.0117

.0239

.0734

70

.0056

.0117

.0217

.0630
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the later echos by means of a reverberatorsuch as has been
shown above. This designis shown in Figure3. The first delays
and gains are chosen following the geometry of the room;
then the reverberatorR (z) is chosen to simulatethe decay
of the room reverberationafter the density has reached the
level where the individualpulses cannot be separated.Wewill
come back to this idea later.

z

-m

Some New Unit Reverberators
4(a)

In the course of studying the art of making artificial
reverberation,we have explored severalnew unit generators.
These include the oscillatory all -pass in Figure 4a and the
oscillatory comb in Figure 4b. In addition, we may also
replace the gain terms with filters to produce decays, the
lengths of which depend upon the frequency. For the nonoscillatory case, these are shown in general form in Figure
4d for the all-pass and in Figure 4c for the comb. There
exist straightforwardextensions to the oscillatory cases of
comb and allpass for these configurationsalso. What must
be discussednow is what the generalutility of these units
is and when they should be used. In fact, we have found
that the only really useful one is the comb form in Figure4c,
but we include a discussion of the others for completeness
and additional insight as to the problemsinvolved. These
reverberatorsare all modifications of Schroeder'soriginal
designs (Schroeder, 1961, 1962), and can all be described
as various forms of recirculatingdelays, since they all use
delays with feedbackand sometimes feedforward.We should
point out that these units were known as early as 1966 when
H. Date and Y. Tozuka simulated these units using analog
filters and variable-speedmulti-head tape recorder delay.
Needless to say, the filter realizations were somewhat
complex.
The reverberatorsin Figures2a and 2b have been used
extensively at Stanford University, at IRCAM,and many
other sites around the world in varyingdifferent configurations. With the all-pass reverberatorof Figure 2a, several
problemswere noticed by this author along with L. Rush,
D.G. Loy, K. Shoemake,J. Chowningand others:
The decay did not start with a dense sound and die out
1)
slowly in an exponential manner.In fact, the higherthe
order,the longer it took for the density to build up to
a pleasinglevel. This produces the effect of a lag in
the reverberation,as if the reverberationfollowed
the sound by some hundredsof milliseconds.
The smoothness of the decay seemed to be critically
2)
dependent on the choice of the parametersinvolved:
the gains and delay lengths of the individual unit
reverberators.Just changingone of the delay lengths
from its primenumberlength to the next largerprime
number,which could be a changeas small as 2 samples,
has been noticed to occasionally make the difference
between a smooth-sounding decay and a raggedsoundingdecay.
The tail of the decay showed an annoying ringing,
3)
typically related to the frequenciesimplied by some
of the delays. This produced a somewhat metallic
sound that was generallyfound objectionable.
It would be nice if we could somehow derivethese subjective
propertiesdirectly from the transferfunctions of the filters.
In this way, we would be able to lift the evaluationof these
James A. Moorer: About this Reverberation Business
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Figure4. Some new unit reverberators.(a) is an oscillatory
all-pass. (b) is an oscillatorycomb. The impulseresponse
of the oscillatory units is a trainof pulsesthe amplitudesof
which correspondto a decaying sinusoid. (c) is a comb
filter with anotherfilter insidethe loop, identified by its
transferfunction T(z). (d) is an all-passwith filters in the
loops identified by their transferfunctions: H(z) in the
feed-forwardpath, and S(z) in the feed-back path. For
this to remainall-pass, these filters must be complex conjugatesof each other.

out of the domainof empiricalstudy and to designentirely
on paper what should be reverberatorswhich sound good.
Unfortunately,there does not seem to be any viable way
to do this at this time. Our perception of the quality of
Page 15

put an unstable filter in the loop because the delay of m
samples prevents any annihilationof the response of S(z)
for a certaintime, duringwhich the responseof S(z) may well
have exceeded the bounds of the computer on which it is
being run. For this reason,we considerit more reasonableto
use FIR filters for H(z) and S(z). To make the circuit realizable, we must insert a delay after the node where the feedforwardpath breaks from the originalsignal and before the
node where the feedback path adds into the originalsignal,
a delay equal to the total delay of the feedforwardfilter H(z).
Some additional efficiency can be obtained by the use of
linearphase filtershere.
The purposeof placinga filter in the loop is to simulate
the effect of the attenuation of the higherfrequenciesby the
air. This attenuationis due "partlyto the effects of viscosity
and heat conduction in the gas and partly from the effects of
molecularabsorption and dispersionin polyatomic gases involving an exchange of translationaland vibrationalenergy
between colliding molecules" (this description lifted with
minor paraphrasingfrom Beranek(1954)). Unfortunately,
we have found much disagreementin the literatureas to
exactly what these constants are. The reportedvaluesvaryby
as much as a factor of five in the decay rate. In any case, the
intensity of the sound is generallythought to vary, for any
given frequency,accordingto the following formula:

I(x)

=

1

--mx

12- I0 e-

x

where Io is the intensity at the source, x is the distancefrom
the source in meters, and m is the attenuation constantwhich
depends on frequency, humidity, pressure,and temperature.
Table 1 was taken from Kuttruff (1973) who claimsto have
taken it from Harris(1963) and Harrisand Tempest(1964).
The absorption seems to go up even higher at lower values
of humidity and at higher frequencies. These absorption
coefficients may not seem very high, but in a large concert
hall such as the Boston Symphony Hall, the reverberation
time of more than 1.7 seconds implies that the sound has
traveled more than 600 meters in travelingbetween the
variouswalls. This would mean (at 40 percent relativehumidity, a typical figure in the Boston area duringthe concert
season) that the 4 KHz signalswould have been attenuated
upwardsof 60 dB more than the 1 KHz signals.This just
shows that this process is significantand cannot help but
have a substantialeffect on the resultingspectrumof the late
decay.
Now we can approachthe question of modifying the
unit reverberatorsto simulatethis facet of sound transmission.
Wemust keep in mind, however, certainperceptualrelations
in reverberationthat have been noticed over the years. During
the performanceof a passageof music, only the first 10 to
20 dB of the decay of the reverberationis typically audible
because of the changingnature of the music. It is only in
pausesor at ends of movementsthat the entire decay of the
reverberantsound will be audible. It is not clear what this
fact implies except perhapsthat we must concentrateequally
on the early decay and the late decay for a comprehensive
simulation.
Since one problemthat arisesimmediatelywith the new
unit generatorsis that of the stability of the resultingunit
James A. Moorer: About this Reverberation Business

when one insertsa filter into the feedbackloop, it is important
to take a closer look at the stability conditions for such filters.
We can compute the stability of the comb by carryingthe
transferfunction of the filter that has been insertedin the
loop along explicitly, then separatingit into its magnitudeand
phase functions as follows:

z

=

G(z)

-m

(9)
1 - gT(z)z

This then has as magnitudefunction, evaluatedon the unit
circle:

G (ejwPs)

=
1

TI- 2gITlIcos(O
(wc)- mwoP,)

I+g

(10)

where ITIis the magnitudeof T(ejIPs) and 0(o) is the
angle of T(ejiPs). co is the radianfrequencyaroundthe unit
circle and Ps the samplingperiodin seconds.
Ignoringfor a moment the angularterm, we can see that
ITIfollows g aroundat each point in the formula.This implies
that we can considerthe effect of the filter separatelyon the
radiiof the roots and on their angularplacement.Withoutthe
filter, the roots are placed evenly at multiplesof the frequency
(l/m)JP and at a uniformradiusof the mth root ofg. With
the filter, the radiihave been changedto g IT, which depends
on the input frequencyco, and the angularposition has been
distortedto the following:
21ri + 0(o)
Ci

fori=0,1,2,...

=

(11)

mPs
For stability, all we need to do is assurethat the radiusnever
reaches 1.0, so the condition for stability becomes this:

g <

(12)
max ITI
<Oo?<2 7

Thus knowing the absolute maximum value of ITI, we can
easily scaleg to be unconditionallyless than the reciprocalof
this. This guaranteesstability.
To test this idea, the filter shown in Figure5 was incorporatedinto a reverberatorof the form shown in Figure2b.
The loop filter is a simple first-orderfilter. For stability, the
magnitudeof g should be less than one. If we insist that the
loop filter be strictly low-pass, then gl should be positive, and
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g1( )z-i

X

z_ m

- Y

Figure5. One form of the comb with a filter in the loop as
shown in Figure4c. Herewe havechosen a simple one-pole
filter. If g1 is positive, it will be a low-pass filter. For stability,
g2/ (1 -g ) must be of magnitudeless than one. (Note:
if g1 and g2 are positive, this reducesto the condition that
91 +92 <1.)

the maximumof ITIwill occur at o = 0, as is shown by its
transferfunction:

T(z) =

-

(1

1 - g,l

and its maximumvalue at o = 0 will be:
1
(1

T(1)=
1-g1

Thus if we set g2 to g(l - g, ), whereg is now between zero
and one as before, the resultingfilter is unconditionallystable
and has the side benefit of givingus a parameterin the familiar
zero to one range.
Again,the idea of insertingsuch a filter in the loop is to
simulatethe absorptionof the high frequenciesby the air. The
frequency response of such a simple low-pass filter as that
shown in Figure5 can never conform to the spectralmodification necessary to exactly simulate this property, but was
chosen as a compromisewith efficiency, since it only adds one
multiplication.Thereis a question, however, of how to set this
parameterg, which controls the roll-off of the filter. To this
end, a series of optimizationswas done using the Marquardt
algorithm(Marquardt,1963) to match the frequencyresponse
of this low-passfilter in a least-magnitude-squared
mannerto
the actual data reportedin the literature. The resultsare summarized in Table 2. The resultingoptimal values of g, are
shown in Figure 6. Unfortunately the values are strongly
dependent on samplingfrequency and somewhat dependent
on humidity, temperatureand pressure. The figuresare given
here for samplingratesof 10 KHz, 25 KHz, and 50 KHz at
four different valuesof humidity. Again, the weaknessof the
first-orderfilter as a low-passmeans that these can only be
consideredvery vague approximationsof the actual sound
absorptionof air, so the exact value of this coefficient should
not be taken too seriously.These should only be considered
guidelinevalues.
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Following these guidelines,we can choose a value for the
low-pass filter coefficient that representsthe attenuationthat
a specific delay will produce.Whateverdelay that we choose
for this comb, we can convert that delay into meters by multiplying by the speed of sound in air, which is generallytaken to
be 344.8 meters per second at 22 degreesCentigradeand
standardpressureof 751 millimetersof mercury.For the appropriatevalue of humidity and samplingrate we can readoff
directly the value of g, from the graphsof Figure6. For intermediate samplingrates, an interpolationcan be done.
Followingthis proceduredoes in fact producea reverberationsuch that the decay of the higherfrequenciesis somewhat faster than that of the lower frequencies, and the
resultingsound is indeed somewhat more realistic. Several
other benefits immediatelyoccur also, such as the loss of
sensitivityto the exact delay length and a more robust treatment of short, impulsivesounds. The configurationwe have
been favoring is that with six comb filters, each with low-pass
filters in the loop, and a single all-passfilter.
Beranek(1962) reportsthat for "good"bass quality in
a concert hall, it should have a ratio of the reverberationtime
at 125 Hz and the mid-frequencyreverberationtime (average
of the 500 and 1000 Hz reverberationtimes) of somewhat
greaterthan unity. The comb of Figure5 exhibits exactly this
propertyfor any positive value ofgy. Specifically,for the
valuesof g in Figure6, the ratio is around 1.02, which is
designatedby Beranekas customaryin a "good" concert
hall. This point is actuallysomewhatmoot in the computer
music domain,in that the reasonthat bass is to be emphasized
in concert halls is that stringbassesare somewhatweak, especially when one considersthe lack of sensitivityof the ear
to lower frequencies,such that they must be amplifiedby the
room itself if possibleto balanceproperlywith the orchestra.
Wehave found that in the use of the six-combreverberator,certaindistributionsof valuesmake more sense than
others. For instance,with more than six combs or more than
one all-pass,the differencein sound quality is largelyunnoticeable. The delays seem to work well when distributedlinearly
over a ratio of 1:1.5 with all the g2 terms set to a constant
numberg times (1 - g1). The all-passseems to work well
at about a 6 milliseconddelay and a gain of 0.7 or so. As a
concrete example, Table 2 shows the valuesof delays and
low-passfilter gains for such a reverberatorat 25 KHz sampTable 2. Examplesof parametersfor actual reverberators
of the type shown in Figure2b, usingsix comb filters with
the low-pass filters in the loop, such as shown in Figure5,
and one standardall-passfollowing, as shown in Figurela.
In each of these cases, the all- passshould be set to a 6 millisecond delay with a gain of 0.7 or so.

COMB1
COMB2
COMB3
COMB4
COMB5
COMB6

Delay (in ms.)

25 Khz
gl

50 Khz
91

50
56
61
68
72
78

0.24
0.26
0.28
0.29
0.30
0.32

0.46
0.48
0.50
0.52
0.53
0.55
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ling rate, and at 50 KHz. Again, the loop gainsg should be
set to a numberg times (1 - g) for each comb. Each comb
will have a different value of g, but should have all the same
value for g. This numberg determinesthe overallreverberation time. For example, values around0.83 seem to give a
reverberationtime of about 2.0 seconds with these delays.
The distributionof these numbersg for the combs determines the dominance of one comb over another in the
decay. If one notices that a particularcomb's pitch is dominatingthe decay, the value of g for that comb can be reduced.
With less than six combs, one can never arriveat a set of
valuesof g that mask entirely the dominanceof a particular
comb.
Additionally, the all-pass seems to be a somewhat
sensitivesubjecttoo, in that too short a delay for the all-pass
gives an annoying"puff-puff"responseto backgroundnoise.
If there are any clicks or pops in the sound being reverberated,
a short all-passwill surround each click with a "puff'
consistingof its own impulse response,soundingnot unlike a
very quiet cymbal crash. To eliminate this kind of sensitivity, shorter delays should be avoided. A further complication, however,is that any delay longer than six milliseconds
seems to produce an audiblerepetition period;thus, the delay
of the all-passis pretty well limited to six milliseconds.
Turningnow to the reverberatoras a whole, we have
tested this formulationwith delays as short as 10 to 15 milliseconds for the combs with the result that the sound is still
good, and that long reverberationtimes can still be obtained
even with such short delays. The subjectiveimpressionof
the simulated concert hall changes in this case such that
at the shorter delay values, one might well imagine that
one were inside a garbagecan ratherthan the Symphony
Hall, but the density and "naturalness"are still good, although
one might quarrelwith the subjective impression of the
timbre.
Indeed, this seems to be about as good as one can do
with the recirculatingdelay system of reverberation.It does
not seem to add anythingby putting more complicatedfilters
in the loop, except that one can then simulate other architectural decisions, such as the compositions of the walls
or the absorption of an audience. The low-pass filter in the
loop seems to help the response to short, impulsive sounds
by smearingout the echos. Each echo is no longer a discrete
impulse, but is lengthened by the simulated transmission
characteristicsof the air itself, so that even in the early
reverberationperiod with its correspondinglylower density,
the discreteechos seem to be effectively masked. It likewise
did not seem to add anythingto use the all-passnetworkwith
filters in the loop (Figure 4d), so this unit does not appear
useful.
Figure6. Graphsof the optimal gain, gl, of the low pass
filter in the feedback loop of a comb filter as shown in Figure
5 for simulatingas well as possiblethe naturalhigh-frequency
attenuationof the air. Figure6a is for a samplingrate of 10
KHz., Figure 6b, for 25 KHz., and Figure 6c, for 50 KHz.
The delay length must be convertedto meters,then for the
appropriatehumidity (higheron the east coast), the valueof
the coefficient can be read off directly. For intermediate
samplingratesor humidities,an interpolationmust be done.
Since this value is not highly critical,no special caremust be
taken with such an interpolation.
JamesA. Moorer:About this ReverberationBusiness

Wemight mention here that it is not absolutelynecessary to set the values of gl from the optimal values shown
in Figure6. One can just set the valuesarbitrarilyto produce
different kinds of sounds that have little or no relation to
physicalreality. Largervaluesof g, producea reverberation
with a very brightbeginningand a very muffled decay. Small
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values of g tend towardthe case where there is no filter in
the loop. The use of different valuesof g, for different combs
producesno particularlydifferent sound, but can cause dominance of one comb over the others.
We should add here a quick word about implementation. Normally, these reverberationschemes will be implemented either on special-purposedigital hardwareor on
general-purposecomputers. In either case, one should pay
special attention to the error characteristicsof these
reverberators,as this is important with all types of filters.
Following the formulation of Oppenheim(Oppenheimand
Weinstein, 1972; Oppenheim and Shafer, 1975), we can
approximatethe error amplificationof the reverberatorof
Figure 5 as l/(l--g). Likewise, the signal itself can be amplified by that same factor. For example, if g = .75, then we
can expect the quantization error of the input signal to be
increasedby about a factor of four. This would imply that
we should keep two or more extra low-orderbits in the
computation so that this errorwould be truncated at the
output. Likewise, we would have to keep two extra highorder bits to assure that the total dynamic range did not
exceed the word length of the machine.This implies that, for
instance, to get 12 good bits of output, one would have to do
the intermediatecomputationswith 14 to 16 bits, or more.
Likewise,to get 16 good bits of output, one would need even
more bits internally.This is improveda little when we consider
that generallythe reverberatedsignalwill be attenuatedbefore
it is added into the output, but in any case, one cannot afford
to ignore the effects of finite registerlength in the implementation.
If this were not enough, there is a furtherphenomenon
that occurs with fixed-point implementationof digitalfilters:
that of limit cycles. Dependingon the type of arithmeticused
(rounding, truncation, etc.), the output of the filter (reverberator)may not descendexactly to zero even after the input
has vanished.Output values of 1 in the last bit, or sequences
of +1 and -1, are quite common in fixed point. This last case
of alternatingsign is especially annoying, because in 2's
complement arithmetic, truncatingthe low-orderbits does
not cure the problem.Again,it is not a particularlydisastrous
effect, but one should not be surprisedwhen it happens.
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Figure8. Patternsof phantom sources for two room
shapes. (a) Firstand second bounce phantomsourceswith
the perpendicularsof constructionshown. (b) Patternof
phantomsup to the fifth bounce. Note that even though
there are no parallelwalls, the phantomsourcesshow very
patterns.
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SOURCE

Figure 7. Diagramof a sound ray going from a sound
source to a destination listenervia a wall reflection. Just as
in the case of light, we can think of the reflected sound
as originatingfrom a "phantom"source which is behind
the wall, located on a line from the source that is perpendicularto the wall.
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But What About Real Rooms?

The only problem with these systems of recirculating
delays is that they can never correspondto the room reflection
pattern in a real room. This is because the reflections in a
room, even a squareone, do not typically come in regular
sequences separatedby equal amounts of time. To see why
this should be so, we have to take a brief look at the science
of room acoustics. Since we do not have room here to
expound at length on the subject (the interested and brave
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Figure9. The phantomsources in a cornerfall in a circle
the center of which is the vertex of the corner. In (a) we
can trace five phantomswhich start with the first reflection off the upperwall, which are labeled la, 2a, 3a, 4a,
and 5a. Likewise,there are five phantomsstartingwith an
initial reflection off the bottom wall, which are labeled
lb, 2b, 3b, 4b, and 5b. (b) shows a rectangularcorner,
wherein the phantom sources number only three, one
of which is a superpositionof the two-bounce sourcesfrom
each wall.

readeris referredto one of the many introductorytexts on
the subject, such as Beranek(1954) and Kuttruff (1973)),
we will only describe a small corer of what is called geo metric acoustics.
This entire section is largely tutorial in nature and
presents a somewhat naive view of acoustics that will
subsequentlybe shown to be useless for simulatingthe sounds
of real rooms. The more advancedor impatientreadermight
want to skip right away to the conclusionsin the next section.
Much as in the study of light, we can keep track of the
reflectionsin a mannerthat dependsonly on the position of
James A. Moorer: About this Reverberation Business

the source and not on the position of the destinationlistener.
To compute the actual impulseresponseof the room, we must
specify the position of the destinationlistener;but by using
the method of phantom sources, we can keep track of the
reflectionsindependentof the position of the listenerup until
the last moment. To see how this works, let us turn to
Figure7, whereinwe see a simplifiedcase consistingof one
wall, one source, and one destination. In the case shown,
direct sound omitted, the wave reflects off the wall and strikes
the destination.This is equivalentin effect to the case where
the wall does not exist and there is anotheridenticalsource
that spoke at the same time as the true source. This
"phantom" source is located on a line connecting the
destinationpoint and the reflection point. Wemay also locate
the phantomsource by drawinga line from the sourcethat is
perpendicularan equal distanceon the other side of the wall.
Thus if we now considera room with three walls, shown in
Figure8a,we can tracethe variousphantomsourcesgivenonly
the position of the source and the room geometry. In doing
this for a two-dimensionalroom, we are assumingthat the
floor andceilingareinfinitely absorbingandthus do not reflect.
We see that the phantom sources are representedby their
bounce number. Each first bounce phantom source reflects
off the other two walls to make six "second-bounce"sources.
Figure8b shows an ensembleof phantomsourcesup to the
fifth bounce.
To give some slight additionalinsight into how these
phantom sourceswork, we can considerthe case of a corner
in isolation such as shown in Figure9a. In this case, all the
phantom sources will be located on a circle the radiusof
which is the distance from the source to the vertex. In a
corner, there will only be a finite number of reflections.
A phantom source cannot reflect off a wall which it is behind
(obviously!). Thus, as we follow the reflectionsin Figure9a
starting with the reflection off the upper wall, we find
phantom sources at positions la, 2a, 3a, 4a, and 5a, the
number correspondingto the number of bounces. Likewise,
startingwith the lower wall, we find the phantom sources
lb, 2b, 3b, 4b, and Sb, after which the phantom source
is behind the wall which it would reflect off of, thus terminatingthe sequence.We can also see, in Figure9b, the wellknown case of a right angle where there are exactly three
phantom sources, of which two are first bounce sources
and the third is a second bounce sourcewhich receivescontributions from both the first bounce sources. With any angle
greaterthan 90?, any given comer will createonly two phantom sources.
We can easily write a computerprogramto keep track
of these phantomsources.To do so, at least for roomswhich
are convex polygons, we only need to keep track of the
locations of the phantom sources,and be able to determine
whetherthe phantom source is in front of or behind a given
wall when we are computingnew phantom sources.To review
our coordinategeometrya bit, let us recallthat the normal
form for a line in the Euclidianplane is the following:

Ycos(O)-Xsin(O)

= p

(15)

where 0 is the inclinationof the line and p is the perpendicular
distancefrom the line to the origin.Giventhe endpoints of a
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line as (Xo,Yo) and (X ,Y1 ), we can determinethe equation
for the line as follows:
letd =

sin()

(Y-

=

+ (X-Xo)2

Yo)2

YI-

Yo

(16)

d
X1-

cos(O)

Xo

=

(17)
d

p

=

Continuingin this manner,we can compute the position
of the new phantom sourcejust by takingthe equation of a
line going through the originatingsource (phantom or not)
that is perpendicularto the wall. If the equation of the wall
is as shown in Equation (15), then such a line is given by
the following equation:

Yo cos(0)

- Xo sin(0)

Y1 cos(0)

- XI sin(O)

(18)
(18)

Ysin()

+Xcos(0)=

Y sin ()+

X cos(8)=p,

where (Xs, Ys) are the coordinatesof the originatingsource.
If we then intersect this with the wall line, we can find the coordinatesof the intersection(Xx, Yx) as the following:
Xx

= -psin(0)

Yx

= pcos(0)

+ pscos(8)
+ ps sin()

YoX1 - XoYl
Thus the differencesin the coordinatesare simply:

d

A X = Xx - Xs

Now that the line is in normalform, we can test any given
point (Xt, Yt) to determinewhich side of the line it is on.
That is,
Ytcos(O)

- Xtsin(0)

AY = Y - Y

>p
and the coordinatesof the new phantom source on the other
side of the wall arejust the following:

means that (Xt, Yt) is on one side of the line, whereas
Yt cos()

- Xtsin(0)

Xn = Xx + AX= -2p sin (0) + Ys sin (20) +Xs cos (20)

< p

means that (Xt, Yt) is on the other.
We notice that with the normal equations for a line,
there is always an ambiguity.We can always add ir to the angle
and negate p, giving a different equation for the same line.
This is less of an ambiguity than a fortunate extra degree
of freedom, for we can use this to orient the wall equations
in a standardway such that for any point (Xt, Yt) that is
inside the polygon (again,assumingconvexity), with N walls
whose equations are determinedby Oi and pi, the following
will be true:

Ytcos(Oi)-Xtsin(Oi)>pi

fori= 1,2,...,N

(19)

All we need to do to allow us to use this simple test is to go
through the wall equations with any one point (Xd, Yd)
that is known to be inside the polygon and flip any equation
for which the above does not hold. For a convex polygon,
we can construct such an "internal"point by averagingthe
X and Y coordinates(separately,thank you) of all the vertices.
Given the normal equations for the wall lines, we can now
decide whether a given source will reflect off a given wall
just by verifyingthat the above condition is satisfiedfor the
appropriatevalue of i.
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Y,= Y + A Y=2psin(0)-

Yscos(20)+Xssin(20)

Now that we know how to keep trackof the sources,
we must see how this affects the listener.Thereare three main
sourcesof attenuationof the sound from a phantomsource.
The first is that each bounce presumably reduces the
amplitude a bit. Wallreflection characteristicsare actually
very complex, dependingon both the frequency and the
angle of incidence of the wave front. We will brush aside
this nasty intrusionof natureand for the time being represent
the attenuationof each wall by a single number,the reflection
coefficient. Another source of attenuationis just the fact that
any sphericalwave is diminishedover some distanceat a rate
proportionalto the reciprocalof the distanceit has travelled.
(Note that we are working in amplitude here, and not
intensity. For intensity, it is the reciprocalof the distance
squared.)The last source of attenuation is that of the air
itself, which we have alreadydiscussedin the previoussection.
If we ignorefor a moment the frequencydependenceof
everything,then we see that it should be quite straightforward
to compute the contribution to the listener from each
phantom source. We must only assure ourselves that the
ray from the phantom source to the listener crossesthe wall
that produced the phantom source. Otherwise,the listener
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would not be able to "see" that phantom source. Thus at each
step we can compute the effect at the listenerby addingup
the contributionsof all the phantomsources.
A programwas written here at IRCAMfor examining
two-dimensional convex polygonal rooms using this simplified phantom source model. The procedure was to first
constructthe impulseresponseof the room and then later to
convolve this directly with the desiredsignalto producethe
effect of that sound in this ficticious room. Whenwe started
making trials with this program,we found that the pattern
of echos very quickly got extremely dense, so that after a
certaintime, every samplein the computed impulseresponse
was non-zero. Visually, it greatly resembledwhite noise in
the decay. One of many surpriseswas that although the
strength of each phantom source diminishedexponentially
with each bounce, the overallcontributionof all the phantom
sources did not diminish nearly as rapidly because of the
fact that the number of phantom sources grows exponentially also, thus helping to counteractthe decreasingstrength.
Thus even though the strength of a given source was down
by 120 dB, it might not be negligiblebecause there happen
to be 10,000 of them of roughly that same strength and
same distance, thus raisingthe total contribution to only
40 dB down. This implies that the resultsof ray simulations
of room reverberation(Schroeder 1970) should be carefully
examined since they cannot take this effect into account.
With ray simulations, one arrivesat a total reverberation
time that can be somewhat shorter than those calculated
using the phantom source model we have describedhere.
Havingwritten this program,we are now in a position
to use it to gain some insight into how reverberationworks.
The first case we will discuss,however,is the classicalexample
that needs no program:the rectangularroom. This is one case
where so many of the phantom sources fall on top of each
other that they form a rectangulararray,as is shown in Figure
10. This is similarto the barbershopmirrorphenomenon,
where one sees an endless arrayof phantom sourcesstretching
off to infinity in both directions, some facing forwardand
some facing backward. The point of discussing this case,
however, is to show that no artificial reverberatorbased on
recirculatingdelays can ever be identical to even this geometricallysimple case. This is immediatelyclear from putting
a listenerinto the room. The contributionsfromjust the row
that crosses the room are at distancesthat are relatedby the
squareroot of the sum of the squaresof the vertical and
horizontal distances.If it is grantedthat the verticaldistance
increases in regularincrements of multiples of the room
height, the resultingdistances are not integer multiples of
anything.In the limit as the sourcesget furtherand further
away, the distancesbecome almost equally spaced,implying
that although the early response could never be simulated
exactly by recirculatingdelays, it may be possible to approximate the late response.This also gives us some insight as to
why typical artificial reverberation is always easily
distinguishablefrom natural reverberation.We should take
care to note that the case of the rectangularroom is a very
specialone and we choose it as an example herejust to show
that the echo patternwill be different from anythingwe can
produce using any of the usual combinationsof recirculating
delays.
Following an idea reported by Schroeder(1970), we
may directly simulatethe early responseby a finite impulse
James A. Moorer: About this Reverberation Business
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Figure 10. Phantom source patterns for a rectangular
room form perfectly regularpatternsof rows and columns.
Any room shape which tesselates a surface by reflecting
acrosseach of its edges will have such a repeatingpattern
of sources. Such figures include equilateraltriangles,for
instance,and regularhexagons.

responsefilter, and simulatethe late responsewith a standard
reverberatorsuch as is shown in Figure3. Herewe choose to
simulate the first n delays separatelywith separategains,
then to send the delayed signalinto a standardreverberator
R(z) with its own gain of g. We must then ask what are the
design requirementsof this reverberatorand how do they
differ from stand-alone reverberators.Our experience is,
sadly enough, that they do not differ from stand-alone
reverberators,in that they need all the usual complexity.
Again,the most pleasingand natural-soundingsystem we have
tried is the comb-all-passcombinationwith six comb filters,
with low-pass in the feedback loops, and one all-pass. It is
not necessary,however, to use the very long delays (for
instance, the ten to fifteen millisecondrange).All the design
guides describedin previoussections apply for these reverberators, including considerationsof total reverberationtime,
ratio of minimumdelay to maximum,etc., etc.
The rationale for simulatingjust the early echos is
based on the variousperceptualphenomenathat ensue with
the spacing of echos. With the case of two impulses spaced
closely in time, the separationof these two impulses determines a wide rangeof perceptualeffects. Certainlyif the two
pulses are more than 30 to 50 millisecondsapart, they will
be heard as two separateand distinct pulses. Between this
figure and one or two milliseconds,they will not be heard
as distinct pulses, but the timbre of the combinationwill
change(Green 1971). At less than one millisecondseparation,
the timbre of the ensemble does not change any further,
but if presentedbinaurally,localization effects still occur
Page 23

disconnectedfrom physicalreality in the use of recirculating
delays to simulate the echo patterns of concert halls. The
other approach is a computer simulation of the actual
reflection patternof a concert hall based upon its geometry.
The only problem with simulatingroom reverberation
in this way, that is with direct geometricalsimulationof the
room acoustics,is that it doesn't sound at all like real rooms.
This somewhatstartlingfact means that one or more of our
assumptionsdoes not hold water. To follow this up further,
we obtained copies of the responsesof many naturalconcert
halls which were taken by Shroederet al. (1974) and Gottlob
(1975). Careful examination of these impulse responses
made it quite clear that a very importantconsiderationthat
0
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Figure11. Doublet response(echogram)of the New York
PhilharmonicHall before reconstruction. This response
was collected by D. Gottlob. Note that even though certain
distance reflectionsare clear, there is a greatdeal of activity
throughoutthe response.

down to a spacingof tens of microseconds.With this in
mind, it is clear that if we simulatethe discreteechos down
to a limit of one millisecond before switching to a recirculating delay reverberator,we can capturemuch of the effect
of a specific concert hall, except possibly for localization
effects.
Before we leave the topic of computer simulation of
geometric acoustics, we should mention at least two other
interestingresultsof these simulations.First of all, one might
criticize the approachfor being two-dimensional.However,the
formulasdo not get terriblymore complex when three-dimensional geometry is used, so one could write the simulation
programentirely in three dimensions.The winged-edgepolyhedra model of Baumgart(see References) seems almost
ideally suited to this in that the faces are canonicallyordered,
making inside/outside determinationsimple, and that local
connectednessis representedsimply.
Another interesting result is that non-parallelwalls
do not necessarilyimply uniform echo patterns. Figure 8b,
for instance, shows a simulatedhall with non-parallelwalls
that exhibits a highly regularimpulseresponse,regardlessof
source placement. The phantom sources cluster in circles
about the source of radii roughly twice the length of the
hall. Likewise, the fact that the best-liked concert halls are
exactly rectangularin shape (Vienna GrosserMusikvereinsaal,
Boston Symphony Hall, AmsterdamConcertgebouw)leads
one to wonder indeed if parallelwalls really do have anything
to do with the subjectivecharacteristicsof the halls. It would
seem that the detailed structureand composition of the walls
are perceptually more important than the overall shape.
So Now What's Wrong?

Table 3. Tap times (in seconds) and gainsfor a reasonable-soundingseven-tap FIR section for reverberation.
Tap numbercorrespondsto the subscriptof the coefficient (ai) and delay (mi) shown in Figure12.
TAP

TIME

GAIN

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

0
.0199
.0354
.0389
.0414
.0699
.0796

1.00
1.02
.818
.635
.719
.267
.242

Taptimes (in seconds) andgainsfor a reasonable-sounding
19-tap FIR section for reverberation.These were taken
from a highlyidealizedgeometricsimulationof the Boston
Symphony Hall.
TAP

TIME

GAIN

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0
.0043
.0215
.0225
.0268
.0270
.0298
.0458
.0485
.0572
.0587
.0595
.0612
.0707
.0708
.0726
.0741
.0753
.0797

1.0
.841
.504
.491
.379
.380
.346
.289
.272
.192
.193
.217
.181
.180
.181
.176
.142
.167
.134

We have described several different approaches to
simulatingconcert hall reverberation.One approachis largely
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this comes out to 50,000 multiplicationsand additions per
output sample. This is clearly only in the domain of very
patient researcherswith great quantities of computer time
available. Even with fast Fourier transform techniques
(Stockham 1966), we consumedabout 6 minutes of computer
time (PDP-10) for every second of sound time thus processed.
Wemight then ask if there is any way that we can simulate
at least some of these effects without such an obese expenditure of computer time. Indeed, it would appear that a
modification of the Schroederdesign of Figure 3 can give
somewhat improvedresults at only a moderate increasein
computationtime.
Figure 12 shows our new formulation.As before, we
have N delays which simulate the first N reflections plus
the direct signal. This presumablytakes care of the first
40 to 80 millisecondsof the decay. This entire signalis now
forwardedto the reverberator,R (z), which is then added
into the early decay with a gain of g. Whatthis provides
is that all the density of the first N reflectionsis then repeated
many many times by the recirculatingdelays of the reverberator. The delays DI and D2 are set such that the first
echo from the reverberatorcoincides with the end of the
last echo from the early response. This means that either
D1 or D2 will be zero, dependingon whether the total delay

we have been ignoringis the effect of diffusion. This comes
about when walls are not in fact flat but are irregular.This
is, of course, true in all respected concert halls. Boston
Symphony Hallhas fluted side walls and a box well ceiling,
each of which furnishesa plethoraof new phantomsources.
Figure 11 shows the doublet responseof the old New York
PhilharmonicHall before reconstruction,obtained by placing
a powerful sparkgap device on stage and an omnidirectional
microphone in a particularseat in the audience. We notice
immediatelythat some distinct echos are visible,but a great
confusion soon follows with virtually no silent portions.
This confusion is clearlythe result of the infinite multiplicity
of diffused sourcescausedby every little irregularityin the
hall. The rough surfacescompletely wash out all but the
first few images, making any use of geometric acoustical
modeling,either with phantom sourcesor ray models, useless
for determiningthe actual sound of a concert hall. These
simulationsmay still be useful for determiningreverberation
time and other more grossqualitiesof a given room, but not
for the detailed calculationof the impulse response.We can,
of course, convolve our music directly with the recorded
response(correctedfor the spectrumof the sparkgap itself)
to produce the sound of that concert hall, but even with a
25 KHz samplingrate and a 2.0 second reverberationtime,

-mN-1
*

X

?

Z-mN

.

N

Z-D
gz D2
Figure 12. Signal flow diagramof reverberatorusing FIR
portion to simulate early echos and an IIR portion, denoted by R(z), to simulatethe late portion. Delays DI and
D2 are adjustedso that the last pulse from the FIR section
correspondsroughlyin time with the first pulse to exit from
the IIR section. One or the other of D1 and D2 will be zero
for any given diagram.
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of the early echo is longer or shorterthan the shortest delay
in the reverberator.
Adding this separatediscrete early echo makes a substantial difference in the sound, and in fact, if the actual
room responseis used for the early delays, the sound does
begin to approachthe sound of a real concert hall. Since using
the first 80 millisecondsof the actual room impulseresponse
is still well beyond the bounds of sanity, except in certain
restrictedcircumstancesfor researchpurposes,we may then
ask how simple can this early responsebe and still give a rich,
life-like sound.
Various ways were tried to synthesize a suitable early
response,from using the resultsof the geometricsimulation
of a room, real or fictitious, to choosing random numbers
to determine the positions and amplitudes.Many problems
became clearwhile attemptingto do this. It would seem that
one cannot just compute a bunch of impulsesat randomand
expect the result to sound good, in that there is alwaysthe
possibility that a very strongcomb filter effect will be formed.
Even if the positions are chosen to be prime numbers of
samples from the origin, the differences among them in
time may well be highly composite. This is easy to see when
one realizesthat the sum or difference of two primenumbers
is always divisibleby two. As a result, we cannot give at this
time any generalmethod for finding different early responses
that will sound good. We have, essentiallyby trial and error,
determinedat least two that sound reasonablewithout too
much coloration of the sound. These are given in Table 3.
There is a seven-tapsection and a nineteen-tapsection. The
first tap is the direct signal and can be changed to provide
more or less reverberationif desired.
Thus, we are now in a position to give a systematic
technique for designinga reasonably good-soundingreverberator, albeit not one that correspondsto any particular
concert hall in existence today. The formulationof Figure 12
with the nineteen-tapmodel is preferred,althoughthe seventap section can be used, or even a no-tap system if computer
time is at a premium.The recirculatingpart, as mentioned
before, should consist of six combs in parallel,each with a
first-orderlowpassfilter in the loop. The outputs of the six
combs should be summedand forwardedto a single all-pass
network with a gain of 0.7 and a delay of about six milliseconds. The gainsof the low-passfilters in the feedbackloops
of the combs should be set to the valuesfrom Figure6 for
the delay used. The delays should be linearly distributedover
a ratio of 1:1.5 with the shortest delay being about 50 milliseconds. Again,if computermemory is at a premium,this can
be reduced to as low as ten millisecondswithout gross degradation.The delay lengths in samplesshould be set to the
closest primenumbersto preventexactly overlappingpulses,
althoughwith highervaluesof g in the feedback filters, the
sensitivityto the exact length of the delay becomes negligible.
The gains g2 of each comb should be set to g(l-gl) where
g now determinesthe overall reverberationtime. Figure 13
shows the relation between total reverberationtime as a
function of g, computed at a samplingrate of 25 KHz.
We originallycomputed the reverberationtime both
as twice the time to fall from 5 to 35 dB, and as the time to
fall from 0 to 60 dB, but these numberswere quite similar
(within 10%)at most values of g except very small or very
large ones. The reverberationtime of this system can be
estimatedwithout use of Figure 13 as .366/(1-g) to an error
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of about 10%. Likewise,the gain can be computed for a given
valueof reverberationtime as 1-.366/T where T is the desired
reverberationtime in seconds. Note that this will changewith
samplingrate, but the deviation should not be too drastic.
Likewise,this time will scale directly with the delay lengths,
as long as the 1: .5 ratio is maintainedbetween the shortest
comb delay and the longest.
We should note here one somewhat strikingdiscovery
we made in simulatingnaturalsounding impulse responses.
While digitizing the impulse responses from concert halls
aroundthe world, we kept noticing that the responsesin the
finest concert halls sounded remarkablysimilarto white noise
with an exponential amplitudeenvelope. To test this observation, we generatedsynthetic impulseresponsesby shaping
unit-varianceGaussianpseudo-randomsequences with an
exponential of the desired length. The direct sound was
addedby includingan impulseat the beginning.The balance
between the impulseheight and the strengthof the decay was
determinedempiricallyto be about 12:1 for a naturalsound.
We then convolved this synthetic impulse responsewith a
variety of unreverberatedmusical sources and comparedthe
results with the sounds of actual concert halls. The results
were astonishing.Although the synthetic impulse response
did not produce a sound that could be identified with a
specific concert hall, the sound was clearly a very naturalsounding response. With this method of creatingsynthetic
impulse responses, one can "tailor" the characteristicsto
one's needs. By selectively filtering the impulse response
before convolution, we can get any desired rolloff rates at
various frequencies.It was the most natural-soundingof all
the techniqueswe have tried, outside of usingthe measured
impulse response of a concert hall. Stereo can then be
producedby simply generatingtwo synthetic impulse response
sequences and calculatingthe left and right ears separately.
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Figure13. Reverberationtime of the six-comb, one-allpass
reverberator,assumingthat the low-pass filter gain, gl, is
set accordingto the guidesof Figure6 and the delays are
set accordingto Table 2. In this case, the gaing will determine the reverberationtime. This curvecan be approximated by the function .366/(1-g). Conversely,g can be
estimatedas 1 - .366/T where T is the reverberationtime
desired (in seconds).
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This gives perfectly uncorrelated binaural reverberation.
Frequencydependencein the decay can easily be introduced
by filtering the synthetic impulse response before doing the
convolution. Again, the only problem with this is the enormous amount of computationinvolvedfor direct convolution.
The fast Fourier transformcan help ease the computational
burden, but real-timeoperation is still more than a factor
of ten away for even the fastest commerciallyavailablesignal
processors.One observationthat we can offer is that the
impulse responsedecays fairly rapidlysuch that less than 30%
of the points need more than twelve bits of precision.Another
30%need between eight and eleven bits, and around 10%can
be specified in four bits or less. This all assumesa sixteen-bit
samplewidth.
Conclusionsand Suggestionsfor FurtherWork
In the course of this work, it became quite clear that all
the geometricsimulationsof concert hall acoustics that have
been done to date result in a simulated room reverberation
that does not sound at all like real rooms. This is probablydue
to the effect of diffusion of echos due to irregularitiesin
the reflectingsurfaces,and to the fact that the spectrumof
the echo is modified by the reflection in a mannerthat depends stronglyon the angle of incidence.
Despite these facts, we have been able to achievea goodsounding,smooth artificialreverberationsystem that, regardless of the fact that it does not sound like actual concert
halls, does sound good enough to be used everywherethat artificial reverberationis desired,and does eliminatesome of the
problemsthat plaguedearlierreverberationschemes, such as
"fluttery"responseto short, impulsivesounds and metallicsoundingdecay. We also found a much largernumberof nonuseful unit generatorsthan useful new unit generators.
Thereare severaltopics that were revealedin the course
of this study that would make excellent materialfor further
study, and excellent doctoral dissertationtopics. These might
include the following:
1)

Improve the computer modeling of concert halls by
geometry. This would requirea leap of insightto
figure out a reasonableway of dealingwith the effects
of diffusion, or even a way of describingthe diffusing propertiesof reflectingsurfaces.

2)

Figure out what gives recirculatingdelay reverberators their characteristic"sound." This would be an
acoustic/psychoacoustic study in timbre. One would
have to vary the physicalcharacteristicsof the impulse
responseand attempt to correlatethis with the subjective perception, possibly involving the use of multidimensionalscalingor factor analysisto help decompose
the perceptualdimensions.

3)

Makeup some new unit reverberatorsand see what they
sound like. Try putting more complex filters in the loop
and see if that has any substantialeffect (it might!).

4)

Figureout some cleverway to do all this with less computer time, possibly using the whatsit transform,or the
whoosit decomposition.
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CONFERENCEON ARTIFICIALINTELLIGENCE
The Sixth InternationalJoint Conference on Artificial
Intelligencewill be held in Tokyo, from August 20 to 24,
1979. For more information,contact Prof. BruceBuchanan,
ComputerScience Department,StanfordUniversity,Stanford,
California94305, phone (425) 497-4878.
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London, WC1R 4EJ
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"COMPUTERS
AND ENTERTAINMENT"
The 1980 National ComputerConference(to be held
May 19-22, 1980, at Anaheim, California)will focus on
researchand application of computer technology in the following areas:
Moviesand Television
The PerformingArts (Music,Dance, Stage)
Home Entertainment
Amusements(Parks,Zoos, Casinos,SpecialTheatres)
Sports
Art
Literature
You are invited to participatein this special programby:
* Writingand presentinga paper;
* Proposinga session;
* Volunteeringto be a panelist.
All papersare referredand sessionsare subjectto the approval
of the ProgramCommittee.The NCCdoes not granthonorariums,nor does it pay for travel,food, or lodgingexpenditures. The deadlinefor all submissionsis November1, 1979.
However,notification of your intentions as early as possible
would be appreciated. For more information, contact:
SuzanneLanda,InformationSciencesDepartment,The Rand
Corporation, 1700 Main Street, Santa Monica, California
90406. (213) 393-0411, Ext. 7171.
LA JOLLA CONFERENCEON COGNITIVESCIENCE
An internationalconference on CognitiveScience will
be held from August 13 to 16, 1979 on the campusof the
Universityof California,San Diego. An attempt has been made
to select speakersand symposiaover a broadrangeof Cognitive Science. Speakerswill include: N. Geschwind,P. JohnsonLaird,G. Lakoff, M. Minsky, A. Newell, D. Norman, R.
Schank, J. Searle, H. Simon, and T. Winograd.
For additional information, contact Nomi Feldman,
2321 Morena Blvd., San Diego, California92110, phone
(714) 275-0650.
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